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The present paper
ence of consecutive
previous paper.* Also
Let f4=2,
p2=3,
primes. Put dk=@k+l-pk.
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contains some elementary
results on the differprimes. Theorem
2 has been announced
in a
some unsolved problems are stated.
’ . ‘, pk, ’ ’ - be the sequence of consecutive
We have:

THEOREM
1. There exist positive real numbers
such that for every n the number of k’s satisfying

(1)

&+I

>

and the w.waber of l’s satisfying

(1

+

cl and c2, cl < 1, c2 < 1,
both
k 5 n,

+k,

both
1 I- n,

dz+l < (1 - cl)&,

(2)
are each greater than c2n.
We shall prove

Theorem

1 later. From Theorem

1 we easily deduce:

THEOREM
2. For every t and all suficiently large n the number of solutions in k and 1 of each of the two sets of inequalities

is greater

than (c2/2)n.

Let e be sufficiently
small but fixed. It is well known that $,<2. ?z
-log n. Thus the number of k6n, with pk+l>(lfE)Pk,
is less than
c log n. Hence it follows from Theorem
1 that the number of k’s
satisfying
(4)

pk,l

<

(1

+

E)pk,

dk

>

(1

+

k

C&&+-l,

5

n,

is greater than (~/2)x.
A simple calculation
now shows that the
primes satisfying (4) also satisfy the first inequality
of (3) if E= E(Q) is
chosen small enough. The second inequality
of (3) is proved in the
same way, which proves Theorem 2.
Further, we obtain, as an immediate
corollary of Theorem
1, that2
Received by the editors October 17, 1947.
1 P. Erdiis and P. Turhn, Some new questions on tlte
Amer. Math. Sot. vol. 54 (1948) pp. 371-378.
* This result was also stated in the above paper.
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lim sup &+1/l&

> 1,

(October

lim inf dh+l/dk < 1.

At present I can not decide whether ~?a+s>dk+~>dk has infinitely
many solutions. The following
question might be of some interest:
e,=O. It may be conjectured
Let E, = 1 if &,+I >d,, otherwise
that
42”
is irrational.
I can not even prove that from a certain
c*poi”nt’on en is not alternatively
1 and 0.
In order to prove Theorem
1 we need two lemmas.

LEMMA 1. For su..ciently
the inequalities
(5)

1+

small cl > 0 the number
El>

dk+l/dk

>

1 -

of solutions

in k of
k 6 n,

61,

is less than raj4.
Denote
equations

by g(n; a, b) the number
&.+.I = a,

Denote
r+a+b

of solutions

of the simultaneous

d) = b,

k _I n.

by V the number of primes r <2 sn * log n for which
are also primes. Since & < 2 *r,. log n, we evidently

r-l-a and
have

g(n; a, b) d V.

(6)

Now let cl >0 be sufficiently
small and pl, q2, m . . run through
the
primes less than W. Then V is not greater than w plus the number U of integers M < 2 -1~. log n, which satisfy, for all i,
mfO(modqi),

m#

-a(modqJ,

m P - (a + b) (mod qi).

If q{aeb- (a+b) then these three residues are all different.
In a previous papeI3 I stated the following
theorem: Let ql, q2, * . . be primes
all less thann”. Associate with each pi t distinct residues r$*), . . . , $I.
Then the number of integers m 5‘n for which
m $ ry’ (mod pi),

3- = 1,2, e - * , t; i = 1,2, . . . ,

is less than

The proof

of this theorem

follows

easily from

Brun’s

method.a

Thus

8 P. Erdijs, Proc. Cambridge Philos. Sot. vol. 33 (1937) p. 8, Lemma 2. A book of
Rosser and Harrington
on Brun’s method will soon appearwhich will contain a detailed
proof of this result.
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we have
u < tot log t2j-J
cl
It is well known

,

q < n*,

qju-b.

(a + b).

that4

g(l--$)+$

and I+$>o.
4

Thus
u < C6 $&x(1++),

41 a.b.(a+

P
Hence

finally

from

(6) and VS U+W,

Now we split the K’s satisfying
(5)
class put the k’s with dk>20 log n and
K’s. From #,<2.n.log
n we deduce that
class is less than n/10.
The number of the k’s of the second

into two classes. In the first
in the second class the other
the number of k’s of the first
class is not greater

where the prime indicates that the summation
n, l+q>b/a>l-ci.
a and b with a<20.log

where

in cl,

a>*

a < 20 log n and in CZ,

* See, for example, Hardy-Wright,

p. 349.

1 +cl>

is extended
Now

than

over those

b/a > 1 - ~1. We have

888
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by interchanging
the order of summation
and by observing
that the
number of b’s satisfying
1 +cr> b/a > 1 -cl and b=O(mod
m) is less
than 1 + (2. cl. a/m). The same holds for the b’s satisfying
1 +cr
>b/a>l-cl
and a+b=O(mod
m). (o(m) denotes the number
of
prime factors of m.) Thus

m (20 log n)3V(“)
< 20~1 log n C
m2

nt=l

< c,cr(log n)” < y&
if cl< l/lO*c~.c.&
is less than

Hence finally
R/l0

which

proves

LEMMA

2.

Lemma

from

(8) the number

6’

(1% n)”

of solutions

of (5)

+ Fz/lO < n/4,

1.

There exists a constunt cg so that the number of integers k Sn

satisfying
&+I/&

(9)

> t

Or

dt+l/dk

< l/t

is less than ca-n/W.
It suffices to prove the lemma for large t. We split the integers k
satisfying
(9) into two not necessarily disjoint
classes, In the first
class are the k’s for which either
da 2 t1’2.10g n

or

dk+r 2 tii2.10g n.

In the second class are the k’s for which either
drc s (lug n)/t1’2

or

dk+r 2

(log

n)/tl”.

Clearly if (9) is satisfied then k is in one of these classes.
We obtain from bn < 2 .n. log n that the number of k’s of the first
class is less than 4 an/P2.
As in the proof of Lemma 1 we obtain from our result proved in a
previous
paper? that the number 2 of solutions of d, =a, u 5 n is
less than

&@I
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)
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Thus as in Lemma

Thus the number
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P>

1

of k’s of the second class is less than

<

Cllfi
-,
tll2

which proves Lemma 2, with cg = 2-kCU.
Now we can prove Theorem
1. It will suffice to prove (1). Suppose
that (1) is not true. Then for every cl> 0 and e> 0 there exists an
arbitrarily
large n so that the number of solutions of
(10)

&+l > (1 + cl)&

is less than eon. Consider

the product
d,
dm ds
-=-.A...-.
dl
dl d:!

d,
d n-1

By Lemma 2 the number of k so satisfying dk+l/db>2*[
c8n/21. Thus by Lemma 1 and (10) we have for every
d,/dl

< 22“e”1$

If c is sufficiently
small
22Wta< (1 +cJ”‘~ and

(22z)can’2r. (1 + ~,)~‘~(l

there

is a suitable

C&t log 4
exp C
1dY

Thus d,/dl<(l
tradition.
This
SY~UCUSE

2”

< (1 +

-G)“/‘<l/n
for arbitrarily
proves (1) and completes

UNIVERSITY

is less than
u

- ~1)“‘~

choice

of u such that

Cl)%‘S.

large n, an evident
the proof of Theorem

con1.

